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Abstract 

In this paper we analyze the effect of market uncertainty in an overlapping 
generations economy with strategic interactions among agents. We 
demonstrate the existence of sunspot and sunspont-like equilibria in this 
economy. Sunspot-like equilibria are analyzed by introducing trembles in 
the offers of the agents, a component of the agents • strategy set in the 
market game. Those trembles in offers generate strong fluctuations in 
equilibrium bids and prices, which allows us to conclude that trembles 
increase the level of indeterminacy in this economy rather than diminishing 
it. 

Journal of Economic Literature Classifications Numbers: C72, C73, DSL , 
L16. 

Resumen 

En este trabajo analizamos el efecto de la incertidumbre de mercado en una 
economfa de generaciones solapadas con interacci6n estrategica entre /os 
agentes de la misma. Demostramos la existencia de equilibrios sunspot y 
sunspot-like en este tipo de economfa. Los equilibrios sunspot-like se 
analizan introduciendo perturbaciones en las ofertas de las agentes, siendo 
estas un componente de/ conjunto de estrategias de dichos agentes en el 
juego de mercado. Estas perturbaciones generan fuertes fluctuaciones en 
las posturas de equilibria de las agentes y, en consecuencia, en /os precios 
de equilibria. Esto nos permite concluir que tales perturbaciones aumentan, 
en vez de disminuir, el nivel de indeterminaci6n en esta economfa. 





1 Introduction 

The existence of randomness in co1npetitive equilibrium outcomes in models of rational expectations 
with no fundamental uncertainty has been largely recognized and analyzed in the literature, sec, for 

instance, Azariadis (1981) and, Cass and Shell (1983). As Peck and Shell (1991) aknowledge, the 
uncertainty that an economic actor experiences about the behavior of the others in the economy 
and the general environment, can lead to situations in which it is rational that this economic a.ctor 
behaves differently according to the realizations of a sunspot variable, or extrinsic 1mcertainty. 
Moreover, even small deg.Tees of market imperfeetions might lead to coordination problems among 
the agents in an economy and, consequently, to indetenninate equilibria, as pointed out by Benhabib 

(1998). The analysis of extrinsic uncertainty's effect on static models with imperfect competition, 
in which strategic interactions among market participants are e.xplicitly modeled, is adderessed 
by Peck and Shell (1991). They find that sunspot and correlated equilibria exist in this kind of 
economies, and provide a link between these two types of equilibria. \Vith the goal of examining 
whether strategic interactions an10ng agents in 1nodeh, of imperfect competition contribute to the 

generation of business cycles, Goenka ct a.l. (1998) analyze a pure exchange, dynarnic model of 
imperfect competition. In this model, there is an overlapping generations economy in which the 
agents trade one commodity using the Shapley-Shubik market game. Their rnain conclusion is that 
market thickness, or the irnpact of an individual agent on the process of deterrnining the equilibrium 

price, plays a major role in genera.ting complicated dynamics and, consequent.ly, business cycles. 
Partieularly, they find conditions under which an cyclic equilibria. of order two exists and, hence, 

they conclude that sunspot equilibria exist in this model. Finally, Manuelli and Peck (1992) study 
a sequence of economies with amounts of intrinsic uncertainty approac:hing to zero and a limiting 
economy, which is a pure exchange-overlapping generations economy, with no intrinsic uncertainty 
at all. They conclude that equilibria in the neighborhood of t.he limit are sunspot-like, that is, 

equilibria in which negligible amounts of fundamental uncertainty lead to considerable variations 
in prices. 

In this paper, we explicitly study the effect of market tm<:ertainty in t.be environment of Goenka 
et a.l. (1!)98). First, we show that sunspot ,~quilibria exist in this type of economy by invoking the 

v.rell-known result that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a cyclic equilibrium 
of order 2, is the existence of a sunspot. equilibrium ,:vith tv.ro states. This is not a surprising result, 
given the previously mentioned finding of Goenka ct al. (HH)8). However, this analysis provides 

the ground for our next result, which is that small stochastic variations in the offers of the agents 
lead to large variations in the equilibrium bids, and, consequently, in prices. This analysis is in 

the spirit of Manuelli and Peck (1992). In the original version of the Shapley and Shubik's market 
gan1e, agents' offors and bids constitute the strategy set of the agents. vVe need to fix offers in 
order to analyze our model because of indeterminacy. \Vhen ,,re introduce trembles in offers, we 

find that they generate sunspot-like movements in equilibrium bids and prices. Hence, we may 
conclude that, in this case, trembles generate more indeterminacy rather than less. 

The paper is organized :'LS follows: In Sect.ion 2, we develop the overlapping generations version 
of the Shapley-Shubik market game wit,h extrinsic uncertainty. In Section :3, we study the existence 
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of stochastic steady states in our economy. \Ve show the existence of sunspot e,quilibria in Section 
4. In Section ,5, we demonstrate the existenct! of sunspot-like equilibria in this model. Finally, we 

offer some concluding remarks. 

2 The .Model 

ln this section we develop a pure exchange market ga1ne of the type proposed by Shapley and 

Shubik ( 1977) in an overlapping generations context with extrinsic uncertainty. Time is discrete 
and indext:id by t, where t = 0, 1, .... In each period n > 0 agents a.re born, each of whorn lives for 
tv.m periods. We will not consider the case of the initial old generation because the analysis will 
focus on steady-state equilibria. Hence, w1:, will assume t.hat agents a.re characterized by stationary 

preferences and endowments. 

In every period, there is a single perishable physical commodity and inside money which is 
storable. Uncertainty is extrinsic, that is, it: does not affect the fundamentals of the rnodeL The 
stochastic structure of this model can be characterized by two states of nature, p E {(r, ,6}. These 
states unfold as a first order Markov process with stationary transition probabilities given by 

,r ===- [ "
11
;r;:: :;;_: l where; 1r1,a +· 7rPP :::: l for p = o:, ,d . Agents receive endowments in each period 

• I J 

of lifo. \Ve assume that endown1ents are stationary. So, w1 =-0 , [wt,w~-1-1] = [r,,•1 ,w2]. vVe also assume 

that O < w1 <. w2 , because 011r focus is on monetary equilibria. 

The (:onsurnption of the representative young agent, indexed by ·i "" 1, ... , n, born at period /; 

lvill be denoted [.1t ;r~,P']i, where p' is the period t-+ 1 value of the random variable p, Notice that 
' " · {. <'}2 F I a fJ • h ·, f • h Id • l I I (p, p) E: a, J.J . ~or examp e, :r2 '· 1s t. e consumption o • agent '1. w .ml o m tie case t 1at t 1e 
value of the random variable is ct when he is young, and .{3 when he is old. 

Lifetime preferences are de,cribed by a utility function ·14, which maps from 1Ri to )Ji', and is C'' 

where r ~ 4, st.rictly increasing, strictly concave, and meets the Inada conditions. Specifically, the 
preforences of the 2n identical agents take the following form: 

where u,i(-, ·) is the von Neumann-Morgenstern exp1>.ctE':d utility function, and U and V are both 

s1noot.h, strictly increasing, strictly concave and satisfy the Inada conditions. Also, :1:f,t. is the 
c:onsumption of the agent when young, given the realization of the random variable p, x~7+r is the 
consumption of the agent when old, givm1 that the random variable is p when he is young and o 

when he is old, and xf!f+l is the consumption of the agent when old, given that the randmn variable 
is is p when he is young and /3 when he is old. 

We take the trading mechanism of Shapley-Shubik market game (1977), where the consumption 
commodity is traded in a single trading post being exhanged for money. Agent 'i makes a non

negative offer of commodity q1;,1; when young and qt,t+I when old. Consumer i also bids a non-
• J 

negative quantity of money bf,t when young and bf:t+i when old. That is, 
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and 
p•l 1· ,p pp' l bt' :::= ,bt,t, bu+1 

Offers are constrained by the endowments bL>C:ause, offers are made in terms of the consumption 

good. Hence, {ft ~ w1 and, fJt,t+I S u..'2. 

There exists the possibility for agent i born in period t to save, a.nd her savings a.re denoted by 
·inf. Therefore, her strategy set is the following: 

Denote a strategy profile for all the consumers as: 

and rr -i denotr>s the strntegies of aJl consumers other than agent i. 
Jn the trading process, every consumer is assigned a proportion of the aggregate offer of the 

consmnption commodity in relation to the weight that her bid has on the aggTegate bid. And, 
each con.sumer is assigned a proportion of the aggregate inside money bid in relation to the weight 
that her offer has in the aggregate offer of the consumption good. \Ve now introduce the following 

notation: 

and, 

Bf'i 
Bpp'. 

t,t+l 

nll t,t 

. jPP1 

n ·\1,+1 

nl/t,t+l 

to denote the aggregate bids and offr:lrs ·of the consmnfirs born int and t + 1 respectively. 
Let: 

denote the aggregate inside money bid in period t, and 

denote t.he aggregate offer of the consumption good at time t. 
Similarly, 

and 
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• qi4-1·•·,~\Qt,t+1'+··<iJt+l,tfi:.: 

.··p;-00l\tJfkii~tt~~,11rit:rV!e~u,,1y~~r hhtt::rt~f&;llocations·,?f•.··t~i··Wo~sutµption·. 

••:cf,t+f +r,;,•.c~Itif ;~;~½i 
b;a~t&!,ih:!.":t;:.n:~t~ti.Zf'.::!~::the "Wegat8. 

(3) 

(4) 

Eifrn.inating the ;avings, we can l'~llC~ theset;~ ~\idget constraillts into a singie one, which is: 

. I BP BPI. 
t1;i + b.f{:f 1 ~ cftJt,t + Q::~ qt,t+l (5) 

Siiice in this ~1tuatiot1 all the agents are affected b; the sunspot activity symmetrically, we 
wish ·'to • consider the correlated ~uilibria. of this game, assuming that the information partitions 
of all the players are identical. Since the set of pure strategy Nash equilibria is a subset of the 
set of correlated equilibria, being a correlated equilibrium any probability distribution over the 
pure strategy Nash equilibria, we consider first the Nash equilibria in pure strategies of this game. 
Hence, we need to express the price ratio in terms of the bids and offers of the other agents: 

r..P r..P ~p p 
ut,tQt = [ut,t + Bt ]qt,t - Qtmt 

l BA p - BP bl' ~ I, QA Q s w iere t - t - t,t· 1~1.so, • t = t - qt,t· o, 

bf,t[Qt: + qt,t;J = bf,tqt,t + Bf qt,t - Qtmf 
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Simplifying, we get the following result: 

and hence, 

Define: 

and, 

J3f (}t,t ··- Qt'lll,f 
bft ,~ ------.,. C)1 

Similarly, we obtain this expression: 

S

• [>fl i',P I p l. • • • t ( (" I • ,. mce )t = Dt + )1.p suotitutmg m ·:o . o) we o )tam: 

Hence: 

Qt Qt 
p ---
Bt iJr-mf 

Substituting this expression and (3) into (1): 
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Similarly, 

P'h, ( CJ1+1 p) -+--;r f.. "' W 1) -r- _ • rn 
- a·,N3 .. .. fl t 

··1:+l -t-·'171,t 
(8) 

The first order conditions associated with this optimization problem are: 

---(; i,,..•J -·- - . 'Ill - , - In 
[ 

,1 (·. Q,. .. p) •• ( C}t , CJt , p.)] 
• Bf --- mj; t _ Bf - mf • (Bf -- ·mf)2 t. 

p'J [1•/ ( • (Jt+l p·), ( 01.+1 (J1.+1 D)' l ·--· 0 +1r ,. V U)r}. -1·· _ .. 'IJll __ i' - ~ ,. "lTi.(. l 
- Bff 1 + nif B['!:1 + mf (Bi;1 + mn2 • J 

(9) 

Definition 1. The stochastic extension of the market gam.e with syrnmetric information is the 
strategic game charad.erized by: 

l. 2n players. 

2. A finite set n = {o-,,6'} of states of nature. 

and, for each player: 

l. -a,_ which is the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function. 

2. The strategy set St, 

3. 1}ansition probabilities that follow a stationary first order Markovian process characterized 

[ 

7rG:(l 7f0</J ] ,·, / . 
by: ,r := Be. fJ/3 where: 7rP°' + ,rPP = I, 7rPP 2'. 0 for p, p1 :c= o:,/3. 

7("· 7T' 

Definition 2. The Nash equilibrium in pure strategies for the stochastic extension of the 

market game is a sequence of bids {bf,1,W1:~dt=I,2, ... such that: 

1. Offers that. are exogenously given by {ql,t, q1,1-i-1h," .. 1,2, ... The reason for fixing offers is to deal 
with the indetenninacy of this .model. 

2. Every agent's strategy (b~~,t, b1(,;{1_1)i and mf is a best response to the bids of other agents, 

( bf,1 , bfft-1) --·i, v,rhich are t.aken as given. 

;3. Vt, mf = ih, where ih is the exogenously given stock of fiat money. 
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3 Stochastic Steady States 

\Ve now address the question of the existence of stochastic steady state equilibria in the context of 
this model. Following Spear (1985), a stationary sequence of equilibrium prices can be defined as 
one in which the components of that sequence depend only on the state realized at a given point 
in time. \Ve are only interested in analyzing the equilibrium when the market for the consumption 
cornrnodity is open; that. is, bids and offers are strictly positive. The existence of a stationary 
equilibrium with zero bids and offers is a trivial quest.ion, because this equilibrium is self-enforcing. 

Assumption L In the stationary environment, bids depend only on the state realized at. time 
.,. 1· !·1 at 1· •• /·,P ·- [,,P ·1r1rl /·;pp' -·-· /· ,J' 1~1 •• • ' ::;, ·t/ -- Jl <- • -· • tJ+l ··-· r2 · 

Assumption 2. In the stationary environment, offers are not time-dependent, that is, 1/t,t. "= q1 

a.nd iJt,(·•.-1 = IJ2· 
By definition, in equilibrium nif :.-c:; 1h, which can be explained by the role of "the beginning" in 

t.he stationary environment. Suppose that the initial old generation has ih > 0 as an endowment 
of fia.t money. Then, the first young generation will receive a transfer of 'ih, no matter what state 

of nature has been realized at period 1. This transfer will be the same for the following generation, 
and so on. 

\Ve will consider an economy in \vhich there is only one consumer belonging to each living 

generation at a given point in time. \Ve maintain the assurnption that consumers a.re identical 
except for their date of birth. 

Proposition 1. In an economy with a single consumer in each generation and a single con
smnption commodity at: each date, a stationary equilibrium exists with non-zero net trade. 

Proof. The first order conditions that characterize a. stochastic stationary equilibrium are the 
following: 

or, 

po [ 1 ,, ( , qrifl ) ( </1 bf )\] -hT v w2 4- ......,,._ --

tit+ if! (trf + ih)2 
=0 

and, the budget constraints can be written as follows: 
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.I b!1
1 

-i- 11?
1 

b~ -- ih = 2 ' 1 q2 
ff2 + Yl 

We need to show that non-zero solutions exist to equation (10). 'To do so, we consider two 
cases: 

(i)Sell-all equilibria: Let q1 = "-''I and q2 = w2. Then (10) becomes: 

+r.P" V' w2 + -,-, _. -r ( ) / i3 )] W1in, ( w1b1 

l . bf + iii (14 + ih)2 
=0 

From the budget constraints, the following equation results: 

By manipulating (12), we can obtain the following rc.>sult: 

. , , . , ) . . w2bP • 
If wesunsr.1tute (12. mt.o the expression ·u,}-··,~)i, as showec1 below: 

we obtain our next expression: 

Now, we define the following function: 

The equilibrium situation requires that: h(llf, frf) = [ h°'8 (b1' b1) l = 0 
• h ( ll1, li1 ) j 
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Now, we define the fol.lowing function: 

At equilibrium, it must be true that H(b\\ bf) = 0. For any I{ > 0, if b1 ----;. 0 then: 

lim -[/ (O) (w11ri(w~--+ w2)) 
bf--•O • "-12 rn.2 

+U' ( w1bf) (w1[ih(w: +w2) +bf""•2]) 
bfJ + ·in ( l/' -l- ih) 2w-) • 1 , l ' ~ 

Hence, by the Inada conditions, l-im,bf---•oH(b?, bi/.)= -oo. 

If h'l --➔ oo, then limb?" .... , 00 H (bf, bf) is indeterminate. 
I . 

Applying L'Hopital Rule we obtain: 

Jim H(bf,b!/.) "" Jim U'(w,) (
2

-u:,_w
1 

,,.,,) 
b1 --... oo b1 ----,<>o ( 1 + m; 

+U' ( ~1b~j ) (wi[7'h(w1 +w2) + bfw2]) 
'] ·1 /3 \ 'J IJ1 + ih, ( 11 + if1.r1.,.,'2 

Then, H(b1, b~1) tends to some positive number as bf - oo. Hence, there exists Vi' > 0 such 
h 11 .. b"" I 13 ) 0 t at . -. ( l , 11 = . 

Now, let 

Hence, 

and, 

dH -- U" U'' I - - g - g db" - a • a 
1 

, wi[rr1.(2w1 + w2) + w2bf] 
qa = - .b )3 < 0 •• w2( 1 +in, 

Since g,, > 0 and U is strictly increasing and concave, then ;Jl{.- > 0. 
1 

From the Implicit. Function Theorem (IFT), it follows that there exists a unique C1 function f 
such that b'{ = .f(b·f) and H(b'{,t17) c:.:: 0. • 

To complete the proof of the existence of an stochastic st:eady state equilibriurn, we need to 
show that there exists t// such that h0 (f(b), b) = 0. 
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Claim 1 . .f is monotonically increasing. 
Proof. By the IFT, we have that f'(b) = -t 1 where Hp= ~- From previous calculations we 

know that Hci > 0. To know the sign of Hr1 we proceed similarly as wo did with lfc:..• That is, we 
define: 

Then, sU[r "" U" 9(3 + U1 g~. We also have that: 
db 1 

It follows that ~ < 0. Hence f'(b) > 0. 
db·1 

Note that f (O) = 0. If this were not true, the first tmm of H would remain bounded while the 
second term would tend to = +oo. So, consider: 

hct(f (b), b) "-== --·U' [ _wd_ jl [wi[ih(w1_ + 1.v•2) + w2.f]1 
./ + m W<1(i + ·lh) 2 J 

-r-7,rmvl [w2 + W!.:fi~ l [ /'w1 ] 
f + mJ (/- rh) 2 

•• [ w ih l [ bw1 J , pf'Jul • l J 
-r7r • v W'.2 -t- b + -;-rh (b - ih) 2 

As b --• 0,then: 

By the Inada conditions, we can affirm that h"(f(b),b)--+ -oo as b- 0. 
Now, we need to show that as b - oo, h,,.'(f(b),b) tends to some positive number. Consider: 

If h"' < 0 for large b, the lilrnit on the right hand side (RHS) must be negative. 
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___ pfJV'f, ,, ) 1. _ w2w1b(f + -ih)2 

i 7f ,U,2 ll!l 'b --- '2( -- { • f ' b--,oo w1( - m, m,w1-+ w2) +, W2) 

The last limit can be obtained from the function If by noting that: 

The right hand side of this expression has the same limit as b ----; oo as the expression above. 
c, •• • • U'fw1\ -rh1s hm1t lS therefore ,r;-r' ), = 1. Thus, 

Lf" ,._Wl • 

I• J:-JJ'JS u•-1' \ /X>Tr'' )" p/3trl( \ l"T'( •• V'( ) 1m 1---,,, = - (Wl) + 7f v (W2 + 7r v _W2) = - ,, wi) + .,w2 
1,__,,00 

Given w1 , this expression can be made as large as possible by taking w2 ;:::::, 0. Thus, as b gets 
large, h/~ > 0. By the Intermediate Value Theorem, there exists ab* such that hc"(f(b*), b*) = 0. 

(ii) General ojfers: We consider ( q1, q2) » 0. The proof proceeds as above by fixing ( i'f1, ih) » 0. 
Now, the proof is complete. 

In this section, we demonstrated that a stationary equilibrium exists in this economy with 
trades that are non trivial. 

,:1 Cycles and Sunspot Equilibria 

A very well known re.sult says that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a cyclic 
equilibrium of order 2, is the existence of a sunspot equilibrium with two states 1. Moreover, a. 

sunspot equilibrium with two states can degenerate into a 2-cycle in whic:.h the 1natrix of transition 

probabilities has zeros in the diagonal, i.e., 7t = [ ~ ~]. 
Goenka et al. (1998) provide a condition under which a cyclic equilibrium of order 2 exists for 

the determinist.ic model of overlapping generations with market games, which is: 

v,1here: 

• q-'/(0) < --1. 

• R2 ( ·): Relative risk aversion of an old agent. 

• R1 (· ): Hdative risk aversion of an young agent. 

1 See for example Azariadis and Guesneri(~(1986) 
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F'( • 
Assurning that v,t:;!,1 < ½ and that R2(0) > 0, Goenka et al. (1998) prove that this condition 

for the existence of a two-cycle will hold at Q = 0 and, by continuity, for small positive values of 
(). 

A two-cycle equilibriurn is one in which either: 

(10) 

or, 

(11) 

a.ssurnin
0
0· that ~~'.\"-' 1 

)) < -3
1 and that R-i()) > 0. .. \; lU.,'2' .,, \ I 

The existence of the above cyclic stationary equilibria above described might bl>. proved by 
showing that non-zero solutions to (14) and (15) exist. Let q1 '"" EJ and qz = E2, where c1 ),,> 0 and 
E2 » 0 but small enough so that we have small vaJues of (J. Then (1.4) becomes: 

The rest of the proof proceeds like in the proof for the existence of an stochastic stationary 

equil.ibrium. Addit.ionaHy, we need to prove that b1 c/ bf, to ensure that this equilibrium is a 
sunspot equilibrium. This can be done by showing that the stochastic Nash equilibrium associated 
with the :lvfarkovian transition probability structure depends continuously on the probabilities. 

By assumption, in the stationary mwironment we have that the following hold: 

bf.t = If{ 
bpi/ = bf2'' i,t·t· J. 

9t,t: "" q1 

q1.,t-tl = C/2 

From the budget constraints we obtained the following results: 

Qt Qt 
BP ·-· B~ p - '1'''1 

l t ' ,t 

Qt,t+l (Jt+l 
_pp'-= "'PP' .. 

BL,t-t-1 Bt+l -- mt 

which in the stationary environment become: 

Q CJ 
BP BP -- rh 

Q Q 
I317 BP' - ifi 
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meaning t.hat.: 

Q 
BP --- 'in 

It follows that: 

In an eeonomy with a single consumer in each generation, the above expression becorn.es: 

Substituting the above result into the first order conditions that characterize a stochastic sta
tionary equilibrium, we obt.ain: 

a.nd, 

Let. ()P ,c:: -!llt'f~ and -ih ,=:. J.. 
b,~ -•r•'t'fl, 

Then, -

Knowing that /'2 - fil. = ~;;' and that rra.o: = 1 - r.0 ·/J, we have that: 
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Similarly, 

Now we need to show that the following Jacobian determinant is different from zero: 

,vhere: 

Then: 

r ( en) (" oB)7
2 

ID,,h! = lv'(w2-+ 0"')0'' qi - -- V'(w2 + of:J)oi' !JI --- • J 
L ~ ~ 

To show that iD-,,hl f. 0, we need to show that q1 -f 0° and q1 :/ ef1, and that 

Then, it remains to show the following claim. 

Clnim 2. In order for a sunspot equilibrium to exist the following condition must hold: 
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Proof. Suppose not. Then: 

(12) 

Assume that 0c• =I= ()P since the cyclic equilibrium is non-degenerate. 

The first order condition for an agent born in state a who faces state /3 in the following period 

is: 

Similarly, the first order condition for an agent born in state /3 who faces state c1 in the following 

period is: 

In a cyclic equilibrium it must be true that 7r0 (3 =-= n13a =-= 1., then: 

and, 

Then, by (16), we can say that the two first order conditions degenerate into a single condition: 

where 0 =c= (JC' :::= ()f-1, which contradicts the assumption that (/' and efJ are cyclic values. 

Therefore, for a sunspot equilibrium t.o exist it must be true that;: 

In this section, \\'C have shown that sunspot equilibria exist in this model by using a condition 
provided by Goenka et; al. (1998), in which strategic interactions and not risk-aversion generate 
the result. 
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5 Sunspot-like Equilibria 

In this section we show t.hat sunspot equilibria depend continuously on the offers. By showing this, 
we will be able to demosntrate that small stochastic variations in offers (perfectly correlated with 
the sunspots) can generate relatively large variations in the Nash equilibrium bids. This is along 
the lines of a result of Manuelli-Peck (1992), ·which establishes that if sunspot equilibria exist in 
a deterministic model, then it is possible to verify the existence of sunspot-like equilibria in the 
rnodel perturbed by small amounts of fundamental uncertainty. 

V./e now have that the offers of agent i are qf.t whm1 young and q('.';~ 1 when old, and that 
. pp' --- [,JI pp' ] p q1 ---· ,'h,t, lft,t+ii• Offers are stiU constrained by the endowments in the following way: q1,t s u.-11 

~ . 1 pp' < .- ,, 
c1IH., £l;,,t+ l .. ::. w2. 

In aggregate t• e1·n1"' "V" l1ave tJ-1-"t· QP --- ,,.,qP Qpp' -- ·1·ilJpp' ant:i c·-)Pri - ·11qPP' ' ,,, ' '0 <- • _, '"' t,l -- "' t,t., ·-t,£+1 -- • t,t+l, t:'1.+lJ+l - '·.t+J.J+l· 
- ,p' pp' )p' .. . ' {) • . p p • 

and CJ~+l ::.:: Qt,t+I + Q~+l,t+i- Sirnilarly, qt =• Qt - (Jt,t• and 

In the stationary environment we have that the offers depend only on the state realized at 
t·1·n:1·, ·t ti1at 1·, l/P q·P a1·d af'P' rJp' cI'l·1" fir--·t <··r-lAr - ···1·1d1·1--"1··>1··1° tl·1"'t· r-}·1···1···1ct··Ar1·ze·, tl·1·· st·'t·1·on"I"' . t. . , .J. _._ • ~, t,I: '''" l •. 1 .. h,t.-t·-1 = . 2 . , .. , . "; .J r. c ct, .•. t ., , . ,.._ ~. a.,. • --:, , . . e °', c., . ., 

equilibrium are: 

where: 

oh°' 
aqf 
i)l,f
f)qr:-
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Hence, 

Provided that qf -f 0, q(l ::j: 0 and w2 :j:. 0, we can ensure that IDQL hi I=- 0. 

Since {)P ::::: --;J~1-, del;ermining whether the first, order conditions depend continuously on the 
- ~ 

Q2 's demands a more careful analysis. 
By the Implicit Function Theorem ,ve have that: 

where: 

where: 

vVe need to show now that the above Jacobian determinant is different from zero, so the Implicit 
Function Theorem can be applied. ~nl avoid its computation, ,ve take a related path. \Ve argue that 
the corn1:ipondent Jacobian matrix is full-rank generically. If this matrix were less than full-rank 
we could restore it to a full rank by perturbing the second derivatives of the utility functions in a 
way that leaves 1mchanged the cyclic equilibrium, which only involves first derivatives. 

Now, we need to show that the following Jacobian determinant is different from zero: 

where: 

/Jh" 
&j!J 
8/i.f! 
Elq2 
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As long as (P =I= 0, 0f'i /::- 0, q2 :J 0, qf :f 0, we can conclude that IDq/1,j =/= 0. 

The result t.ha.t sunspot-like equilibria exist in this model is now established. Moreover, we can 
no-w say that trembles in the offers of the agents, which are basically pa.rt of the their strategy.set, 

generate sunspot-like movements in equilibrium bids and prices. That is, trembles do not decrease 
but inerease the level of indetenninacy of this economy. Now, we may ask the que.stion of why 

agents would 1nake mistakes when formulating their offers. An explanation may come from our 
assumption that agents are risk averse and, therefore, they might ,vant, to transfer wealth from one 
state to the other in the presence of extrinsic. uncertainty, given that sunspot. equilibria exist in this 
framework. In the process of transferring wealth am.ong states, a given agent ,vill probably consume 
less than what is availabl<~ to him in one stat(\ in order to consurne more in another state. Henee, 
agents might rnake slight mistakes ,vhilc formulating their offers. As a progTam for next research, 
it would be useful to model securities game associated ,vith our model with extrinsic uncertainty 

and, try to answer the question of what might cause trembles in the agents' offers. 

6 Conclusions 

\Ve have demonstrated that for the detern1inistic overlapping generations version of the Shapley

Shubik market game, the equilibrium bids vary accordingly to the reaJ.izations of a two-state sunspot 
variable. This result is not surprising since it was implied by Goenka et al. (1998). However, that 
analysis provided the ground to show that sunspot-like equilibria e.xist in our model. That is, when 

t.here is a small arnount of intrinsic uncertainty in the offers of the agents, a ele1nent of the strategy 
set: of the agents in the market game, the equilibrium bids and prices experience large variations. 

This result allows ns to conclude that trembles in the offers of the agents increase the level of 
indeterminacy in this econorny with strategic interaction rather than diminishing it. 

Further research should first tackle the question of what causes the agent's trembles in for
mulat.iong offers. \,Vith this purpose, it would be a good idea to extend the game with extrinsic: 
uncertainty to include securities that allow the agents to transfer W(~alth among t.hc states of nature. 

Also, we will consider to introduce production in this economy to further investigate the effect of 
uncertainty in the offers of the agents and how this kind of uncertainty is related to the generation 
of busine.'38 cycles. 
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